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That Every Ability May Belong

HOW YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
There are many things that you, as an individual, can do to help people with
				
disabilities feel welcome in your house of faith.
1.

I will treat ALL people as PEOPLE FIRST — as I would like to be treated.

2.

I will SPEAK DIRECTLY to the person with a disability, not only to the
nearby family member, companion, interpreter, or the canine companion.

3.

I will offer to SHAKE HANDS when introduced to a person with a disability.
(Persons with limited hand use or who wear an artificial limb may shake
hands. Shaking the left hand is okay, too).

4.

I will place myself at EYE LEVEL, in front, for easy conversation with a 		
person in a wheelchair, with crutches, or with a walking frame.

5.

I will OFFER ASSISTANCE AND WAIT until the offer is accepted. I will wait
and then ask for instructions.

6.

I will be PATIENT AND WAIT for the person with difficulty speaking, rather
than speaking for the person. I may help by asking short questiones that
require short answers, a nod, or a shake of the head.

7.

I will see the WHOLENESS OF SPIRIT beneath the surface of someone
with a disabilities and overcome the tendency to turn away or ignore the
person.

8.

I will TREAT ADULTS with developmental disabilities AS ADULTS, not as
children. I will use first names only when using the same familiarity for all
persons.

9.

I will get the attention of someone who is hearing-imparied by LIGHTLY
TAPPING their elbow or shoulder, or by WAVING MY HAND. I will look 		
directly at the person and speak clearly, slowly, and expressively to
establish if the person can read my lips.

10. I will guide a person with visual impairments by GIVING VERBAL CLUES
to steps, curbs, escalators or doors.
Please duplicate and share with others.
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